The aim of this policy will be achieved at all business units by adhering to the following security policy objectives:

1. Identification and evaluation of all security related risk and establishment of controls to manage and mitigate any or all security risks for DP World Sokoina utilizing proactive security threat identification, risk assessment and external communication to achieve this.
2. Continuous commitment to providing a secure workplace to ensure DP World Sokoina employees, customers and assets are protected. Key Performance Indicators (KPIs) are to be set to measure, performance and effectiveness of security measures against specific security threats, objectives and goals.
3. DP World Sokoina is committing compliance with relevant international, national security legislation and standards, specifically SDLAS life saver, unit X-2 from chapter Ti and parts A and B of the International Code for the Safety of Ships and Port Facilities (ISPS) and ISO 27000:2007
4. Continual improvement of DP World Sokoina security performance through standardization of DP World Head Office security management system standards, regular internal and external assessment audits to evaluate and improve the effectiveness of the security processes and the methodology.
5. Promoting security awareness at DP World Sokoina through internal and external education initiatives and communication programs to educate at all levels of the company, stake holders and customers to contribute effectively to the protection of DP World global business interests.
6. Improving DP World Sokoina’s security incident management abilities at all levels through the implementation of world class strategies to enhance resilience and business continuity.
7. Active involvement by DP World Sokoina in all global, regional and Egyptian supply chain security initiatives (procedure & Technical) such as CTTP, Mega ports initiative, Container security initiative, Secure freight initiative to secure the integrity of cargo moving from, to and through DP World Sokoina.